How to Read an Individual Student Report for the
West Virginia General Summative Assessment:

A GUIDE FOR PARENTS/GUARDIANS
The purpose of this guide is to help you understand your child’s Individual Student Report for the West Virginia General Summative
Assessment.
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Scale score is a conversion of a student’s raw score on a
test to a common scale that allows for comparison between
students.
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Achievement level indicates where your child stands in
meeting the standards taught. There are four achievement
levels for English language arts/literacy and math.
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Comparison scores allow you to compare your child’s
scale score with the average scale scores for your child’s
school, the county and the state.
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Your child’s score can be
ACHIEVEMENT LEVELS
Exceeded the Standard
seen in this box. The number
4
after the +/- indicates the score
Met the Standard
3
range in which your child’s
Nearly Met the Standard
2
score would likely fall if he or
Has
Not Met the Standard
1
she took the test several times.
The achievement level in which
the score falls is indicated by the shaded area.
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Performance on each claim is indicated by a symbol
and the achievement category. The legend at the top right
of the report provides a key for the symbols which indicate
your child’s performance. The claim descriptions are
broad evidence-based statements about what your child
knows and can do in each cliam area as demonstrated by
performance on the tests.
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Writing performance provides information about the
ELA/L performance task, including the type of writing and a
description on how your child performed on the task in each
of the three writing traits: Organization/Purpose, Evidence/
Elaboration, and Conventions. This section is only shown on
the ELA/L report.
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